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U~1 OFFERS ONLY CHINESE 
LANGUAGE COURSE IN MONTANA 
By Linda Winslow 
illl Information Services 
winslow/bb 
11-22-72 
state + cs 
The only Chinese language course offered in f\.1ontana is being taught this year at the 
University of Montana in Missoula by Dr. John B. Wang, an assistant professor of foreign 
languages on the f\1issoula campus. 
Wang, who speaks seven languages, teaches the tvell-attended class of SO students in a 
informal atmosphere and with a touch of fun. Besides his teaching duties, Wang--a Catholi 
priest--says Mass and performs other religious duties on weekends at Christ the King Churc 
in Missoula, 
Commenting on the enthusiasm shown by students for the Chinese course, Wang said, 
"The interest in Chinese is so great that despite the overload of credits many stude 
are taking, they still are enrolled in the 11 a.m. class five days a tveek." 
He said he is very pleased that so many students at U~1 have shown interest in taking a 
three-quarter series of Chinese, He said he expects a heavy enrollment in Chinese next 
fall, perhaps 100-150 students, because many students did not know the class was being 
of 
offered or could not take the class because/class scheduling conflicts this fall. He en-
visions a second-year Chinese lru1guage series for next fall. 
Wang said the study of Chinese language involves three major parts. 
First the students learn the spoken language using a textbook which gives pinyin ro-
manizations of the Chinese text. The speaking skills are achieved through class drill, th 
language labs and cassette tapes of the lessons available to the students for private use. 
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Next, students study the written language by learning the characters through Wang's 
explanation of the concept behind the formation of the character. Using an overhead pro-
jector l~ang draws the characters, explaining their origin and etymology and the order of 
the brush strokes. He said he hopes to teach the students 500 characters in the first year, 
enough to read a simple ne\.,rspaper or book. 
The last step in studying Chinese is to practice the brushstrokes used in the formation 
of characters or calligraphy,using brushes, ink, water-absorbent paper and a special closed-
circuit television system. The television camera is trained on \vang's hands as he draws 
the characters. Students gathered around the television sets watch movements of his hand 
and practice the different brush strokes. 
Wang said he has learned in talks with students that they "do not feel this course is 
any more difficult than most foreign language courses." 
"Rather, writing and learning characters adds a flavor of the art in Chinese that is 
not present in Western languages," he explained. 
Wang credits the new interest in Chinese and the Far East to the diplomatic improve-
ments between China and the U.S. and the rest of the world. 
"People have opened their eyes to the importance of that part of the \vorld," \~ang 
observed. 
One of the problems Wang said he has with teaching Chinese at m1 is that at present 
nor 
students can neither major 1 minor in Chinese, but must study Chinese in addition to re-
quired courses for their specific fields. 
He said "it would be very helpful" if he had a classroom \.,rith proper instructional 
equipment to teach students enrolled in the Chinese course. Wang is using the present 
classroom through the courtesy of the m1 School of Education. 
\~ang said he would like to see the present program expanded to a two-year sequence of 
courses next fall and offer courses in Chinese to the general public in Missoula through 
the m1 Extension Division in the near future. 
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